


Del����in� The ����d ����….

From a Digital Revolution

to

A Digital Democracy:

For ��� p�o���, Of ��e p����e, By ��e p����e

Misiki, the name itself suggests togetherness. Misiki is on its

mission to justify its name by bringing the technology and the

people waiting to be benefited by the same together.

Misiki Technologies is one of the emerging privately held IT

consulting software development firms with a global presence

based in Poland.

We believe in determination, dedication and discipline as the

founding traits for a new venture. We expertise  in Technology

Solutions across varied industry verticals including manufacturing,

healthcare, internet, telecom, e-commerce, education.

As a new age Technology and Software development company, we

understand Tech enabled business concepts and deliver the future

Technology.



Combining the Diverse Strength of our Team to Deliver The

Best and Create New Value

Since Misiki was founded in 2014, we have grown our business

based on the idea to “ To provide opportunities for the material and

intellectual growth of all our employees and through joint efforts,

contribute to advancements in technology.”

The world is Decentralizing and Misiki is committed to Deliver The

World Next through technology of the future. Misiki is determined

to bridge the gap between the technology and the commoners by

introducing extremely simple, user-friendly at the same time agile

and technically high end solutions to end users.

At Misiki we believe it is necessary to address evolving challenges

by overcoming the conventional methods.

With a sense of urgency in response to our changing times, we aim

to enhance our corporate values and achieve a sustainable society

by applying all of our technological capabilities and management

resources backed by the trust of the customers from more than 40

countries.





Management Philosophy

Our management philosophy has evolved

over the years and now has got 6

Principles:

● Build trust,have integrity and demonstrate competence.

● Set aggressive and ambitious goals.

● Manage with empathy and accountability.

● Position each team member to be successful.

● Treat each individual with respect and humility.

● Commit to growing the skill set of every team member.

We listen to our customers. In order to meet the demand of users

looking forward to making their respective business have an online

presence, we have come up with platforms to ease the process of

getting businesses online and connecting them through a single

all-in-one platform.



Our Expertise:

● Technology Incubation

● SAAS, PAAS and Enterprise Solutions

● Mobile Application Development

● Integrated Banking Solutions

● Advanced eCommerce Solutions

● e-Governance Solutions

● A.I. Management Systems





Problems Associated With Various

IT Platforms.

The world is moving fast and so is technology. However, a lot

of people still do not find web based platforms and

applications worthy and easy enough and often shy away.

○ Almost every platform available in the market wants

to retain their edge and competitive advantage in

the market and this often starts with adopting the

latest technology available in the market. This

definitely helps them reduce the cost to the

company, but also makes the platform complicated

enough for a new user.

○ In order to make a tool look attractive, players in the

market often load their respective products and

solutions with a lot of unnecessary features. Often

this leads to confusion in the minds of the users and

also the price of the product goes up.

○ If a product does not come loaded with a lot of

features, it often comes with a very few features

and asks the users to purchase add-ons which not

only adds some more features but also to the cost

that the user incurs for one single product.

Furthermore, it is a norm today for I.T firms to offer

multiple products related to each other. Multiple

applications required to address a single product

often repels the customers away from I.T. platforms.



Misiki: The Solution

Misiki believes every individual should go digital. We stand firm on

our beliefs. Misiki since it started its journey in 2014, has tried to

ensure it bridges the gaps in the IT industry. We try to stand out of

the crowd by learning from the mistakes that have been prevailing in

the industry and here’s what we ensure:

● Misiki makes sure all of its products are as simple and user

friendly as they can be. Misiki puts in best efforts to make

the platforms it offers simple and most friendly for  the new

users. Customer satisfaction remains our priority every time

we take up a project.

● As mentioned above, Misiki states togetherness. We believe

we can grow only when our users grow. To ensure the

growth of our users, we offer solutions at a fairly reasonable

price, thus eliminating the need to spend unduly high

amounts to help users grow with our digital platforms.

● Misiki understands the need for simplicity in this highly

competitive and complex market. To make the life of our

users easy, Misiki focuses on preparing integrated platforms

and digital products that best suit the requirements of the

users.

● Last but not the least, we, at Misiki, consider customer

service our prime responsibility and so, are committed to

make no compromises with the same. We offer not just

products but relationships with our premium and 24/7

customer support.





Revamping Practices with Information Technology
Today’s ever changing world keeps on fueling demand for faster, convenient and more reliable solutions to address the day to day

challenges. Misiki absolutely understands the need of the hour and takes on the challenge with innovation and technology.

From the platforms to the professionals, Misiki aims to get all on to a single platform.



Introducing, the concept of Wifi �r����si����s

Misiki believes in mutual growth; that of the customer and that of its own. With the world scenario completely changed post the Covid-19

Pandemic, Misiki was quick to adapt to the situation and into an opportunity to grow as a team.

The concept of Wifi Professional was formulated to get onboard the skilled professionals to work with us remotely, thus adding to their income

and professional skills. With this concept, we have been able to form a huge team of more than 2000 dedicated and committed employees

spread across 40 nations from across the globe. We aim to grow by 100% in terms of employee strength but this time with active participation

from Cambodian nationals and get the talents of Cambodia noticed by the world.

Introducing, the concept of Sma�� �h����n� T�ol���

Shopping mall is a place where people get their daily necessities. We can see huge crowds at these malls on holidays and weekends. People

purchase different items and put them in trolleys. After completion of purchases, one needs to go to the billing counter for payments. At the

billing counter the cashier prepares the bill using a bar code reader which is a very time consuming process and results in a long queue at the

billing counter. There is a demand for quick and easy payment of bills in shopping malls. To overcome these problems we have designed a smart

trolley. The Automated Shopping Trolley is a Smart Trolley which integrates with Barcode Scanners, Arduino, GSM module, Weighing Sensor in it.

The scanned items by the customer which will automatically log into the database and thereby can generate bills for items purchased. The

weighing sensor which will check the weight of the items sent to the database. These modules are integrated into an embedded system and are

tested to satisfy the functionality.
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